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Abstract

The first detection of the unique binary system PSR B1259-63/SS 2883
at TeV energies close to its 2004 periastron passage is reported. The
observations have been performed with the array of four imaging at-
mospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs) operated by the High En-
ergy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) collaboration in Namibia. The
observations were motivated by theoretical predictions of TeV emis-
sion with an expected maximum near the periastron passage. Fol-
lowing the detection in February/March 2004 the observations have
been extended up to June 2004. In this paper the results of the ob-
servations between February, 26th and March, 5th 2004 taken before
periastron are reported.
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1 Introduction

The 48 ms radio pulsar PSR B1259-63 orbits its massive Be companion star
SS 2883 (∼ 10 M�) on a highly eccentric orbit (ε ≈ 0.87) with a period
of ∼ 3.4 years [1]. The system is located at α = 13h02m47s.68 and δ =
−63◦50′08′′.6 (J2000.0) at a distance of about 1.5 kpc [2]. The companion
star is surrounded by a stellar matter outflow disk which is assumed to be
inclined with respect to the orbital plane suggested by pulsar-timing data
[3]. The distance between the pulsar and the companion star at periastron
is only ∼ 23 R∗ whereas the matter disk of the companion star reaches out
to nearly 20 R∗ (with R∗ being the radius of the companion star). This
geometry makes the PSR B1259-63/SS2883 binary system a very unique
and interesting object for studying the interaction of a pulsar wind with an
environment of – due to the motion – varying matter and photon density.

The PSR B1259-63/SS2883 system was observed at previous periastron
passages in 1994 and 1997 at radio wavelength which yielded detection of
only an unpulsed radio component for some weeks around periastron [4].
Also X-ray observations showed orbital dependency of the emission [5, 6] and
suggest a synchrotron component produced by an electron population accel-
erated to very high energies. TeV emission has been predicted by different
models: Inverse Compton (IC) scattering of the local companion star pho-
ton field by shock accelerated high energy electrons/positrons originating
from the pulsar wind leading to TeV γ-emission up to ∼ 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1

at 100 GeV [7]. Additionally, IC scattering in the unshocked pulsar wind
can be taken into account [8]. More models exist (see for example references
in [18]) partially taking into account the stellar disk geometry and nearly all
of them predict a characteristic orbital dependency of the TeV γ-emission.

The PSRB1259-63/SS2883 binary system has been observed at TeV
energies with the CANGAROO experiment for the first time in 1994 with
the 3.8 m telescope resulting in indications for TeV γ-ray emission (∼ 4.8 σ

in 26.5 h of observations ∼ 120 d after periastron, but no signal in 8.6 h of
observation near the 1994 periastron) [9]. A third observation campaign was
done in 2000/2001 with the 10 m telescope resulting in upper limits of 0.13
Crab roughly 47 d and 0.54 Crab roughly 157 d after the 2000 periastron
within 3.2 h resp. 10.4 h of observation [10], see also Fig. 1.

Recent observations at TeV energies have been performed with the 4 imag-
ing atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs) operated by the High En-
ergy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) collaboration in Namibia [11]. Already
the first observation period between February, 26th and March, 5th 2004 –
close to the periastron passage of the binary system on March, 7th – led
to a significant detection of the system at TeV energies [12] prompting the
extension of the observations up to June 2004. In this paper the results of
the H.E.S.S. pre-periastron 2004 data are reported.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the TeV observations of PSR B1259-63/SS2883
over the past ten years. The arrows indicate the periastron passages of
the system, the dotted lines mark the CANGAROO observations taken
from [9, 10] and the solid vertical lines show the H.E.S.S. observations from
March to June 2004; only the pre-periastron data is described in this paper.

2 Data analysis & results

2.1 Detector & data acquisition

Cherenkov telescopes record the Cherenkov light flash from extended air
showers (EAS) initiated by high energy particles (γ-photons or hadrons)
penetrating the earth’s atmosphere. Each of the 4 H.E.S.S. telescopes has a
108 m2 tesselated mirror surface and is equipped with a 960 photomultiplier
tube (PMT) camera with a field of view diameter of ∼ 5◦ [13]. The tele-
scopes are operated in a stereoscopic (coincident) mode which means that
an event is only read out if at least two telescopes have triggered [14]. This
ensures that an event is always seen by more than one telescope and there-
fore allows the stereoscopic reconstruction of the shower geometry derived
from the recorded Cherenkov images in each telescope [15]. The event-
by-event angular resolution is 0.1◦ and the energy resolution about 15 %
with an energy threshold of 100 GeV for observations close to the zenith.
The data are taken in runs of 28 min duration in the moonless part of the
nights in the so-called wobble mode displacing the telescopes tracking po-
sition with respect to the nominal object position by an alternating offset
of 0.5◦ in Right Ascension or Declination allowing for an unbiased simulta-
neous background determination in the camera’s field of view. Before the
image analysis is applied the data are calibrated as described in [16].

2.2 Data set

Quality cuts have been applied to the data requiring stable weather and
detector conditions. The PSR B1259-63/SS2883 data reported in this paper
have been taken between February, 26th and March, 5th 2004 and comprise
10.6 h of observation time. The periastron passage of the binary system was
on March, 7th 2004. 8.6 h of the data passed the data quality cuts. The
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Figure 2: Number of events vs. the squared angular distance ∆Θ2 between
reconstructed shower direction and the nominal source position for the sig-
nal region (histogramm) and for the normalized background region (single
points). The excess accumulating at small ∆Θ2 values is compatible with a
point-source which is expected for the given distance of the binary system.

observations were performed at zenith angles between 40◦ and 45◦ resulting
in an energy threshold (pre-cuts) of Ethr ≈ 200 GeV. For the data presented
here one of the four telescopes (CT01) was excluded from the analysis due
to technical reasons.

2.3 Results

In the data set described above 168± 23 excess events from the direction of
the PSRB1259-63/SS2883 binary system have been recorded, correspond-
ing to a significance of 8.2 σ (calculated following [17]). The distribution
of events as a function of the squared angular distance ∆Θ2 measured be-
tween the reconstructed shower direction and the nominal source position
(for the signal and the background region) is shown in Fig. 2. The integral
flux above threshold of this observation has been estimated to be on the
5 % level of the Crab nebula flux. The skymap showing the 2D distribution
of excess events in RA/Dec coordinates is shown in Fig. 3.

These encouraging results triggered an extension of the H.E.S.S. obser-
vation campaign on PSRB1259-63/SS2883 up to June 2004 with meanwhile
more than 75 h of data. The results of this whole data set (including energy
spectrum and lightcurve) will be described in an upcoming paper [18].
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Figure 3: The 2D sky plot of excess events centered on the position of
PSRB1259-63/SS2883. The events are integrated within the angular cut of
0.14◦ for each bin. The circle indicates the event-by-event angular resolution
of the H.E.S.S. telescopes.

3 Summary & Conclusion

The unique binary system PSRB1259-63/SS2883 has been detected at TeV
energies with the H.E.S.S. Cherenkov telescopes between February, 26th and
March, 5th 2004 (near the periastron passage on March, 7th 2004) at an
energy threshold of Ethr ≈ 200 GeV at the significance level of ∼ 8 σ. The
measured integral flux above threshold was estimated to be on the 5 % level
of the Crab nebula. This detection – being in agreement with the earlier
reported upper limits by the CANGAROO collaboration [9] – gave rise to
extend the H.E.S.S. observation campaign up to June 2004. The results of
the whole data set including the energy spectrum and the lightcurve will
be subject of an upcoming paper [18]. Together with observations at other
wavelength the TeV observations allow for detailed comparisons between
data and the various model predictions (i.e. [7, 8]). This might open a new
window in the understanding of pulsar wind nebulae interactions with the
surrounding environment which in this case is time-variable.
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